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Nafplion, GREECE --- Thirty three hotel villas have been lovingly and
luxuriously re-modelled with breathtaking beauty high over the rooftops of the
delightful city of Nafplion. All have magnificent views across the magical Bay of
Argolis and the Venetian fortified island of Bourtzi, azure sea by day, twinkling
lights by night. The use of marble, wood, leather, steel and stone marry these
exquisite new villas and suites into the archaeology of the ancient fortress.
Each villa is unique. Designed with fastidious detailing from the bathroom to the
bed-linen. The spa within each bathroom offers a variety of treatments; from
hydrojets to chromotherapy. Equipment levels are astonishing with plasma
televisions, CD and DVD players, control panels for lighting and curtains, inbathroom radios and televisions. Some even have home cinemas, aquaria and
pivoting fire-places. All the villas have private pools and terraces while other
rooms have exclusive use of an infinity pool flowing, it would appear, into the
sea.
The villas have been created with function, form and pleasure firmly in mind.
Designed to make each guest feel special, their stay memorable. Lunch is served
beside the main pool at the traditional Greek Kafenion overlooking the Bay while
the Lobby Bar offers a full menu and another magnificent viewpoint from an
elevated terrace. The Animoni Restaurant, with its delicious gourmet Italian
specialities, provides the perfect setting for a romantic candle-lit dinner. And
when you are ready to dip your toe into the Aegean Sea, the hotel managed
Arvanitia beach, with its own restaurant and bar, is just a few minutes walk
away. The Nafplia Palace Hotel and Villas is a stunning place to stay. A unique
destination for an unforgettable memory.
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